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Observation is the most

pervasive and fundamental
practice of all the modern
sciences, both natural and
human. Observation educates
the senses, calibrates judgment, picks out objects of
scientific inquiry, and forges
communities. Over the course
of centuries, scientific observers tried to answer riddles
such as: Where is society?
How blue is the sky? Which
way do X-rays scatter? Yet
scientific observation lacks its
own history: why? Observation seems at once too ubiquitous, too basic, and altogether

too obvious to merit a history.
Scientific observation is however a form of scientific experience as carefully crafted
as the experiment – and it
emerged, in tandem with the
experiment, in the course
of the seventeenth century.
Previously, both terms had
figured only rarely in natural
philosophy. In the past twenty
years, historians of science
have written a rich history
of how experiment rose to
epistemological prominence
in the sciences, but the story
of how observation created a
veritable empire by the mid-

eighteenth century has yet to
be told – a key chapter in the
history of modern experience.
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